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Abstract

We study how nancial market e ciency a ects a measure of diversi cation of output
across industrial sectors borrowed from the portfolio allocation literature. Using data
on sector-level value added for a wide cross section of countries and for various levels
of disaggregation, we construct a benchmark measure of diversi cation as the set of
allocations of aggregate output across industrial sectors which minimize the economy's
long-term volatility for a given level of long-term growth. We nd that nancial markets
increase substantially the speed with which the observed sectoral allocation of output
converges towards the optimally diversi ed benchmark. Convergence to the optimal
shares of aggregate output is relatively faster for sectors that have a higher "natural"
long-term risk-adjusted growth and which exhibit higher information frictions. Our
results are robust to using various proxies for nancial development, to accounting
for the endogeneity of nance, and to controlling for investor's protection, contract
enforcement, and barriers to entry. Crucially, the observed patterns disappear when
we employ "naive" measures of diversi cation based on the equal spreading of output
across sectors.
JEL classi cation: E32, E44, G11, O16
Keywords: Financial development, Growth, Volatility, Diversi cation, Mean-variance
e ciency
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NON TECHNICAL SUMMARY

There is ample empirical evidence that finance is conducive to country and industry growth,
but its effect on the trade-off between growth and volatility has received limited treatment so
far. Do higher levels of growth come at the cost of higher output volatility? How far is the
country’s actual industrial composition from the optimal growth-volatility trade-off? Are
countries with more developed financial systems closer to the optimal trade-off? These are
some of the questions that we address in this paper.
A country’s GDP is made up of the contributions of its industrial sectors. A country’s
expected growth and volatility is therefore determined by its industries’ growth, volatility and
correlations, as well as by its industrial composition. If we think of a country’s growth rate as
the return on a portfolio, and its industries as individual assets in that portfolio, we can
construct mean-variance efficient frontiers (optimally diversified benchmarks) and compare
them across countries.
Using a sample of 28 OECD countries, we calculate for each year each country’s distance to
the efficient frontier over the 1970-2007 period. Next, we study how financial development
affects the convergence to the frontier over time and across countries. To address causality
issues, we apply a cross-country cross-industry empirical methodology and check whether
industries with higher risk-adjusted growth rates (Sharpe ratios) and industries with higher
natural information frictions converge faster to their implied output shares in countries with
more developed financial systems. We also use policy measures aimed at liberalising credit
markets instead of volume measures of financial development to address endogeneity issues.
In order to correct for the possibility that convergence is mainly driven by institutional
factors, we allow our empirical procedure to account for the main legal and regulatory
characteristics of the environment that might be correlated with financial development and
thus bias our estimates. We also address concerns about the quality of our proxies for
financial development. Finally, we test the hypothesize that a larger economic zone, like the
euro zone, is a more suitable unit of observation than the country.
Our main findings are:
1) Efficient financial markets affect strongly and causally the speed with which economies
converge to our measure of "optimal" diversification. Numerically, a two-standard deviation
increase in our preferred proxy for financial development (private credit to GDP) results in a
3.5% higher annual speed of convergence to the optimally diversified benchmark. Alternative
measures of financial development that are more designed for advanced financial systems,
such as measures of equity market and bond market depth, give a similar picture.
2) While economies’ risk-adjusted growth increases mechanically over time as fast-growing
sectors become larger, we find that financial markets also tend to decrease the economy’s
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overall volatility of growth for the same level of long-term growth. This happens through a
reallocation effect in which sectors with naturally lower volatility for the same level of longterm growth converge faster to their optimal share of output in the economy.
3) Financial markets have no effect on a set of measures that define diversification as the
equal spreading of output across sectors ("naive" diversification). This result is easy to
interpret if one bears in mind the U-shaped diversification pattern documented in the
literature. Our finding that for a set of industrialized economies, output is spread as to
maximize overall risk-adjusted growth, is fully consistent with a development pattern in
whose later stages the economy specializes in order to exploit pecuniary externalities and
economies of scale. At the same time, that economies with more efficient financial markets
do not exhibit a more equal spreading of output across sectors is also consistent with a
development path in which "naive" diversification does not evolve linearly over time.
The results are robust to various proxies of financial development, to different econometric
procedures, and to different units of observation (country vs. euro zone). They also survive
when we eliminate from the sample countries which liberalized their credit markets during the
sample period, which may have induced a structural break in the efficient frontier itself. Most
importantly, they do not go away after stringent procedures are used to address the potential
endogeneity of finance and omitted variable bias.
Our findings have interesting and important policy implications. To cite just one, our paper
inform policy-makers’ understanding of the trade-off between efficiency and stability. Recent
research has documented that various empirical proxies for financial development are
associated with higher probability of recessions. This could happen because excessive
financial development may foster herding behaviour, excessive risk-taking, and the potential
to create bubbles. On the other hand, the findings in our paper suggest that countries with
more developed financial markets tend to have better diversified economies, and so to achieve
the same level of growth at a lower level of economic volatility. Whether the net effect of
these two forces is positive or negative is an issue that deserves further attention.
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I. Introduction
This paper assesses the contribution of nancial markets to sectoral diversi cation de ned in
the spirit of mean-variance portfolio theory. Using data on sector-level value added for a wide cross
section of countries and for various levels of disaggregation, we construct a benchmark measure of
diversi cation as the set of allocations of aggregate output across industrial sectors which minimize
the economy's long-term volatility for a given level of long-term growth. We nd robust evidence
that e cient

nancial markets are associated with a higher speed of convergence of the actual

allocation of output across industrial sectors to the optimal benchmark. By means of illustration,
if in 1970 Greece had as deep credit markets as the U.S., in 2007 its economy would have exhibited
a diversi cation pattern associated with a 18% lower volatility than the realized one.
Besides yielding new and robust results, our methodology provides an alternative way of thinking about the pattern of sectoral diversi cation over the development cycle. Diversi cation is
expected to increase in the early stages of development as the expansion of markets enables a gradual allocation of investment to its most productive uses while reducing the variability of growth
(Acemoglu and Zilibotti [1997]). It is then expected to decrease in later stages of the development
path as pecuniary externalities and costly trade induce countries to specialize (Krugman [1991]).
The resulting pattern is known as "U-shaped diversi cation" (Imbs and Wacziarg [2003]). However, thinking of diversi cation as the equal spreading of output across sectors ignores the interplay
between the sectors' intrinsic growth and volatility, as well as the exact degree to which individual
projects are correlated. If industries exhibit long-run growth-volatility patterns consistent with
the characteristics of individual assets in an investment portfolio (Imbs [2007]), then it is logical
to think of an optimally diversi ed economy as a combination of sectors' shares, maximizing a
representative agent's utility from return and risk, and derived from the sectors' own long-term
growth, growth correlations, and volatility.
What is the role of

nancial markets in the evolution of sectoral diversi cation de ned in

an optimal portfolio sense? We know that

nancial development may decrease the variability
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I@ ALIQNB %L??HQII> ;H> (IP;HIPC= 89

NB;N CN F?;>M NI ; GIL? ?=C?HN OM? I@ L?MIOL=?M

NBLIOAB M?=NIL;F L?;FFI=;NCIH @LIG MFIQALIQCHA NI @;MNALIQCHA M?=NILM 4OLAF?L 89 ;H> NB;N
CN ;?=NM NB? CH>OMNLC?M ALIQNB L;N?M /;D;H ;H> 7CHA;F?M 89 ;H> PIF;NCFCNS /;>>;NT 89
*?P=B?HEI ?N ;F 89 

ON BIQ >I ?=C?HN H;H=C;F G;LE?NM ;?=N NB? ?=IHIGS M IP?L;FF ALIQNB

PIF;NCFCNS J;NN?LH $IL ?R;GJF? H;H=C;F G;LE?NM ;L? ?RJ?=N?> NI B?FJ ?=IHIGC?M CHMOL? ;Q;S
C>CIMSH=L;NC= LCME ;H> ?RJFICN <?NN?L NB?CL JLI>O=NCP? IJJILNOHCNC?M CS;A;LC 89

L?A;L>F?MM

I@ QB?NB?L NB?M? ;LCM? @LIG H;NOL;F L?MIOL=?M CHP?MNG?HN CH BOG;H =;JCN;F IL NB? ;>P?HN I@ H?Q
N?=BHIFIAC?M !IHMC>?L HIQ ; L?JL?M?HN;NCP? CHP?MNIL QBI CM ?G<;LECHA IH MO=B MNL;N?AS <S CHP?MNCHA
CH ; L;HA? I@ CH>OMNLC;F M?=NILM CHMNCNONCIH;F CHP?MNILM FCE? J?HMCIH @OH>M IL GONO;F @OH>M QIOF> <?
AII> ?R;GJF?M 1B? IJNCG;F >CP?LMC=;NCIH I<D?=NCP? QIOF> NB?H CGJFS HIN NB;N ;FF CHP?MNG?HN CM
;FFI=;N?> NI @;MNALIQCHA M?=NILM IL NB;N CN CM MJL?;> ?KO;FFS ;=LIMM ;P;CF;<F? JLID?=NM NI >?=L?;M?
IP?L;FF PIF;NCFCNS <ON L;NB?L NB;N CN CM ;FFI=;N?> ;=LIMM M?=NILM ;M NI G;RCGCT? NB? ?=IHIGS M IP?L;FF
FIHAN?LG LCME;>DOMN?> L?NOLH
'H =;F=OF;NCHA NB? ?=IHIGS M M?N I@ IJNCG;F ;FFI=;NCIHM I@ ;AAL?A;N? IONJON ;=LIMM CH>OMNLC;F
M?=NILM QBC=B GCHCGCT? NB? ?=IHIGS M FIHAN?LG PIF;NCFCNS @IL ; ACP?H F?P?F I@ ALIQNB Q? =IHMNL;CH
CHP?MNILM NI <? OH;<F? NI MBILN ; M?=NIL -OL =;F=OF;NCIHM MOAA?MN NB;N ; HOG<?L I@ M?=NILM B;P?
P?LS MG;FF IJNCG;F Q?CABNM =FIM? NI T?LI $IL ?R;GJF? NBL?? M?=NILM CH NB? 0'! >CACN CH>OMNLC;F
=F;MMC=;NCIH ALC=OFNOL? BOHNCHA @IL?MNLS ;H> MBCHA +CHCHA ;H> KO;LLSCHA ;H> !IHMNLO=NCIH
;==IOHN @IL F?MM NB;H  I@ NB? MB;L? I@ IONJON CH NB? IJNCG;F M?=NIL;F JILN@IFCI CGJFC?> <S
FIHAN?LG ALIQNB PIF;NCFCNS ;H> ALIQNB =ILL?F;NCIHM 1B? M?=NILM QCNB NB? <CAA?MN Q?CABN CH NB?
IJNCG;F JILN@IFCI ;L? !IGGOHCNS MI=C;F ;H> J?LMIH;F M?LPC=?M   $CH;H=? CHMOL;H=? L?;F
?MN;N? ;H> <OMCH?MM M?LPC=?M   ;H> 1L;HMJILN MNIL;A? ;H> =IGGOHC=;NCIH   1B?
@ILG?L NQI M?=NILM I@ NB? F;MN ALIOJ ;FMI ?RBC<CN NB? <CAA?MN >C?L?H=? <?NQ??H ;=NO;F ;H> IJNCG;F
MB;L?  ;H>  IH ;P?L;A? ;=LIMM =IOHNLC?M ;H> NCG? QCNB NB?CL IJNCG;F MB;L? <?CHA BCAB?L
NB;H NB?CL ;=NO;F IH? -H NB? INB?L MC>? I@ NB? MJ?=NLOG IOL ?MNCG;N?M CGJFS NB;N IH ;P?L;A? NB?
;=NO;F MB;L? I@ G;HO@;=NOLCHA CM BCAB?L NB;H NB? IJNCG;F IH? <S  HINB?L M?=NIL QBC=B CM
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MO<IJNCG;FFS F;LA? CM ;ALC=OFNOL? 1B? @;=N B?FJM CFFOMNL;N? NB? Q;S Q? NBCHE I@ IJNCG;FCNS QBCF?
;ALC=OFNOL? ;H> G;HO@;=NOLCHA ;L? ?MM?HNC;F M?=NILM ACP?H NB?CL FIHAN?LG ALIQNB PIF;NCFCNS ;H>
=ILL?F;NCIHM QCNB NB? L?NOLHM CH INB?L M?=NILM ; F;LA? L?;FCT?> MB;L? I@ NB?M? NQI M?=NILM G;S CGJFS
; MO<IJNCG;FFS >CP?LMC?> ?=IHIGS
-OL G;CH H>CHA CM NB;N ?=C?HN H;H=C;F G;LE?NM ;?=N MNLIHAFS ;H> =;OM;FFS NB? MJ??> QCNB
QBC=B ?=IHIGC?M =IHP?LA? NI IOL G?;MOL? I@ IJNCG;F >CP?LMC=;NCIH ,OG?LC=;FFS ; NQIMN;H>;L>
>?PC;NCIH CH=L?;M? CH IOL JL?@?LL?> JLIRS @IL H;H=C;F >?P?FIJG?HN L?MOFNM CH ;  BCAB?L ;HHO;F
MJ??> I@ =IHP?LA?H=? NI NB? IJNCG;FFS >CP?LMC?> <?H=BG;LE N NB? M;G? NCG? H;H=C;F G;LE?NM
B;P? HI ??=N IH ; M?N I@ G?;MOL?M NB;N >?H? >CP?LMC=;NCIH ;M NB? ?KO;F MJL?;>CHA I@ IONJON
;=LIMM M?=NILM H;CP? >CP?LMC=;NCIH  1BCM L?MOFN CM ?;MS NI CHN?JL?N C@ IH? <?;LM CH GCH> NB?
2MB;J?> >CP?LMC=;NCIH J;NN?LH ?MN;<FCMB?> <S 'G<M ;H> 4;=TC;LA   -OL H>CHA NB;N @IL
; M?N I@ CH>OMNLC;FCT?> ?=IHIGC?M IONJON CM MJL?;> ;M NI G;RCGCT? IP?L;FF LCME;>DOMN?> ALIQNB CM
@OFFS =IHMCMN?HN QCNB ; >?P?FIJG?HN J;NN?LH CH QBIM? F;N?L MN;A?M NB? ?=IHIGS MJ?=C;FCT?M CH IL>?L
NI ?RJFICN J?=OHC;LS ?RN?LH;FCNC?M ;H> ?=IHIGC?M I@ M=;F? N NB? M;G? NCG? NB;N ?=IHIGC?M QCNB
GIL? ?=C?HN H;H=C;F G;LE?NM >I HIN ?RBC<CN ; GIL? ?KO;F MJL?;>CHA I@ IONJON ;=LIMM M?=NILM CM
;FMI =IHMCMN?HN QCNB ; >?P?FIJG?HN J;NB CH QBC=B ; H;CP? G?;MOL? I@ >CP?LMC=;NCIH MO=B ;M NB?
%CHC =I?=?CHN >I?M HIN ?PIFP? FCH?;LFS IP?L NCG?
4? ;>>L?MM ; HOG<?L I@ =IH=?LHM ;<ION NB? LI<OMNH?MM I@ IOL H>CHAM $CLMN IOL L?MOFNM
GCABN <? =;JNOLCHA NB? >?G;H>>LCP?H GIP? IP?L NB? >?P?FIJG?HN =S=F? NIQ;L>M M?=NILM QCNB
FIQ?L CHNLCHMC= PIF;NCFCNS FCE? B?;FNB JLIPCMCIH ?>O=;NCIH ;H> AIP?LHG?HN M?LPC=?M ?A )IL?H ;H>
1?LH?SLI 89  'H NB;N L?A;L> ;H ?MNCG;N? I@ ; JIMCNCP? ??=N I@ H;H=? IH =IHP?LA?H=? NI
@LIHNC?L GCABN <? <C;M?> <S ; JL?@?L?H=?>LCP?H AFI<;F GIP? ;Q;S @LIG PIF;NCFCNS 4? ;>>L?MM NBCM
=IH=?LH <S ?GJFISCHA ; J;H?F MJ?=C=;NCIH QCNB NCG? =IOHNLS ;H> CH>OMNLS R?> ??=NM QBC=B
;FFIQM OM NI CMIF;N? NB? =IHNLC<ONCIH I@ NB? NCG?P;LSCHA =IOHNLSMJ?=C= =IGJIH?HN I@ H;H=? NI
=IHP?LA?H=?
0?=IH> IOL L?MOFNM GCABN <? <C;M?> <S F?@NION P;LC;<F?M <C;M ;H> L?P?LM?> =;OM;FCNS $IL
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?R;GJF? OHI<M?LP?> ?HNL?JL?H?OLC;F =OFNOL? IL BIOM?BIF>M JLIJ?HMCNS NI M;P? GCABN <? >LCPCHA
<INB IJNCG;F >CP?LMC=;NCIH ;H> H;H=C;F >?P?FIJG?HN FN?LH;NCP?FS C@ H;H=C;F M?LPC=?M ;L? ;
MOJ?LCIL AII> LC=B?L ;H> <?NN?L >CP?LMC?> ?=IHIGC?M QIOF> B;P? ; BCAB?L >?G;H> @IL NB?G 4?
;>>L?MM NB?M? =IH=?LHM <S LMN ?GJFISCHA ; =LIMM=IOHNLS =LIMMCH>OMNLS L?AL?MMCIH ;H;FSMCM  '
/;D;H ;H> 7CHA;F?M  CH QBC=B Q? CH=FO>? =IOHNLS ;H> CH>OMNLS R?> ??=NM 1B?M? R?>
??=NM =IHNLIF @IL ;HS JIN?HNC;F @??><;=E @LIG NB? F?P?F I@ >CP?LMC=;NCIH NI H;H=? ;M Q?FF ;M @IL
NB? ??=N I@ IGCNN?> P;LC;<F?M NB;N ;?=N >CP?LMC=;NCIH ;H> P;LS <S =IOHNLC?M ;H> CH>OMNLC?M 'H
MIG? MJ?=C=;NCIHM Q? ;FMI CH=FO>? =IOHNLSCH>OMNLS >OGGS CHN?L;=NCIHM NI MQ??J ;Q;S NB? ??=N
I@ NCG?CHP;LC;HN OHI<M?LP;<F?M NB;N P;LS <S *.# =IOHNLS ;H> CH>OMNLS 1BCM MNL;N?AS ;FFIQM OM
NI MNO>S NB? >C?L?HNC;F ??=N I@ H;H=C;F G;LE?NM IH M?=NILM NB;N ;L? H;NOL;FFS GIL? L?MJIHMCP?
NI H;H=? 0?=IH> Q? L?JF;=? IOL PIFOG? G?;MOL?M I@ H;H=? QCNB >;N; IH FC<?L;FCT;NCIH ?P?HNM
CH H;H=C;F G;LE?NM 1BCM  %/, G?;MOL? CM F;LA?FS ?RIA?HIOM

?E;?LN ?N ;F 89 ;H> MI CN

MBIOF> ;>>CNCIH;FFS ;>>L?MM =IH=?LHM ;<ION NB? ?H>IA?H?CNS I@ H;H=C;F >?P?FIJG?HN
1BCL> CH IL>?L NI =ILL?=N @IL NB? JIMMC<CFCNS NB;N =IHP?LA?H=? CM G;CHFS >LCP?H <S CHMNCNONCIH;F
@;=NILM Q? ;FFIQ IOL ?GJCLC=;F JLI=?>OL? NI ;==IOHN @IL NB? G;CH F?A;F ;H> L?AOF;NILS =B;L;=N?LCMNC=M
I@ NB? ?HPCLIHG?HN NB;N GCABN <? =ILL?F;N?> QCNB H;H=C;F >?P?FIJG?HN ;H> NBOM <C;M IOL ?MNCG;N?M
4? ;FMI ;>>L?MM =IH=?LHM ;<ION NB? KO;FCNS I@ IOL JLIRC?M @IL H;H=C;F >?P?FIJG?HN $CH;FFS Q?
N?MN NB? BSJINB?MCM NB;N ; F;LA?L ?=IHIGC= TIH? FCE? NB? ?OLI TIH? CM ; GIL? MOCN;<F? OHCN I@
I<M?LP;NCIH NB;H NB? =IOHNLS -OL G;CH H>CHAM L?G;CH MNO<<ILHFS LI<OMN NI ;FF NB?M? ;FN?LH;NCP?
MJ?=C=;NCIHM
1B? L?MN I@ NB? J;J?L CM MNLO=NOL?> CH NB? @IFFIQCHA Q;S 0?=NCIH  >CM=OMM?M L?F;N?> FCN?L;NOL?
0?=NCIH  >?M=LC<?M NB? =IHMNLO=NCIH I@ NB? ;FFI=;NCP? ?=C?H=S <?H=BG;LE IOL ?GJCLC=;F G?NBI>
IFIAS ;H> NB? >;N; 0?=NCIH  JL?M?HNM NB? ?GJCLC=;F L?MOFNM NIA?NB?L QCNB ; <;NN?LS I@ ?H>IA?H?CNS
;H> LI<OMNH?MM N?MNM 0?=NCIH  =IH=FO>?M QCNB ; >CM=OMMCIH I@ NB? G;CH L?MOFNM ;H> I@ JIMMC<F?
?RN?HMCIHM
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II. Related Literature
4BCF? NB?L? ;L? NQI G;CH NB?IL?NC=;F ;LAOG?HNM @IL QBS ?=IHIGC?M >CP?LMC@S ;FIHA NB? >?P?FIJ
G?HN J;NB  HIHBIGINB?NC= JL?@?L?H=?M ;H> JILN@IFCI ;LAOG?HNM  CN CM NB? F;NN?L NB;N GINCP;N?M
IOL ;JJLI;=B NI FCHECHA H;H=? ;H> >CP?LMC=;NCIH 'H J;LNC=OF;L CH =?GIAFO ;H> 7CFC<INNC 
>CP?LMC=;NCIH I==OLM ?H>IA?HIOMFS ;M ; L?MOFN I@ NB? ;A?HNM >?=CMCIHM NI CHP?MN CH ; L;HA? I@ CG
J?L@?=NFS =ILL?F;N?> JLID?=NM 'HCNC;F =;JCN;F M=;L=CNS ;H> NB? CH>CPCMC<CFCNS I@ CH>CPC>O;F JLID?=NM
?HMOL? NB;N >CP?LMC=;NCIH CM CGJ?L@?=N CH NB? ?;LFS MN;A?M I@ >?P?FIJG?HN 1B? HOG<?L I@ IJ?H
M?=NILM ALIQM QCNB H;H=C;F >?P?FIJG?HN G;ECHA CN ?;MC?L NI L?;=B ; MN;A? QB?L? C>CIMSH=L;NC= LCME
CM L?GIP?> <S CHP?MNCHA CH ;FF M?=NILM !IHM?KO?HNFS >CP?LMC=;NCIH CM ; JLI=?MM NB;N ;==IGJ;HC?M
?=IHIGC= ALIQNB ;H> H;H=C;F >?P?FIJG?HN NBLIOAB ; JILN@IFCI GINCP? -OL J;J?L CM ; >CL?=N
N?MN I@ QB?NB?L ?=C?HN H;H=C;F G;LE?NM ;L? CH>??> ;MMI=C;N?> QCNB ; GIL? IJNCG;F ;FFI=;NCIH I@
CHP?MNG?HN ;=LIMM CH>OMNLC;F M?=NILM CH ; JILN@IFCI M?HM? ;M Q?FF ;M QCNB ; FIQ?L IP?L;FF PIF;NCFCNS
-OL J;J?L ;FMI L?F;N?M NI ; ALIQCHA <I>S I@ FCN?L;NOL? QBC=B B;M @I=OM?> IH NB? FCHE <?NQ??H
?=IHIGC= ALIQNB ;H> PIF;NCFCNS I@ ALIQNB $LIG ; NB?IL?NC=;F JICHN I@ PC?Q NB? FCHE CM ;G<CAOIOM
$IL ?R;GJF? ?H>IA?HIOM ALIQNB CM ;?=N?> <S <OMCH?MM =S=F? PIF;NCFCNS H?A;NCP?FS CH NB? JL?M?H=? I@
>CGCHCMBCHA L?NOLHM NI CHP?MNG?HN ;H> JIMCNCP?FS CH NB? JL?M?H=? I@ JL?=;ONCIH;LS M;PCHAM =L?;NCP?
>?MNLO=NCIH FCKOC>CNS =IHMNL;CHNM IL BCABL?NOLH BCABLCME N?=BHIFIAC?M  1B? =IG<CH?> ?PC>?H=?
CGJFC?M NB;N ALIQNB ;H> PIF;NCFCNS N?H> NI L?F;N? H?A;NCP?FS ;N NB? =IOHNLS F?P?F ?A /;G?S ;H>
/;G?S 89

<ON JIMCNCP?FS ;N NB? CH>OMNLS F?P?F 'G<M 89  1BCM ;JJ;L?HN =IHNL;>C=NCIH CM

L?MIFP?> <S HINC=CHA NB;N NB? JIMCNCP? =ILL?F;NCIH <?NQ??H LCME ;H> L?NOLH ;N NB? CH>OMNLS F?P?F
CM G;ME?> <S ;AAL?A;NCIH ;M ;AAL?A;NCIH IHFS =;JNOL?M NB? =IP;LC;H=? <?NQ??H M?=NIL;F ALIQNB
;H> NB? =IOHNLSMJ?=C= =IGJIH?HN I@ ;AAL?A;N? P;LC;H=? <ON HIN NB? M?=NILMJ?=C= =IGJIH?HN I@
PIF;NCFCNS 1BCM ;JJLI;=B I@ >CMNCHAOCMBCHA <?NQ??H NB? =IOHNLSMJ?=C= ;H> M?=NILMJ?=C= ?F?G?HNM
I@ PIF;NCFCNS CM MB;L?> ;GIHA INB?LM <S )IL?H ;H> 1?LH?SLI 

QBI MBIQ NB;N CH F;LA? J;LN

NB? L?>O=NCIH I@ =IOHNLSMJ?=C= PIF;NCFCNS IP?L NB? >?P?FIJG?HN =S=F? CM >O? NI NB? L?;FFI=;NCIH I@
IONJON NI M?=NILM QCNB CHNLCHMC=;FFS FIQ?L PIF;NCFCNS 4? N;E? NB? CHMCABN NB;N CH>CPC>O;F CH>OMNLC?M
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?RBC<CN ALIQNBPIF;NCFCNS J;NN?LHM GO=B FCE? CH>CPC>O;F ;MM?NM CH ; JILN@IFCI IH? MN?J @OLNB?L <S
MNO>SCHA NB? >CP?LMC=;NCIH MC>? I@ NBCM ;LAOG?HN ;H> NB? =IHNLC<ONCIH I@ H;H=? NI CN
-OL MNO>S ;FMI L?F;N?M NI P;LCIOM =IHNLC<ONCIHM NI NB? FCN?L;NOL? IH H;H=? ;H> ALIQNB MJOLL?>
<S )CHA ;H> *?PCH? 
;H> 7CHA;F?M 89



NB;N B;P? FIIE?> ;N NB? ??=N IH ALIQNB I@ =L?>CN G;LE?NM ?A /;D;H

?=E ?N ;F 89

?=E ;H> *?PCH? 89 ;H> /;>>;NT 89

G;LE?NM ?A *?PCH? ;H> 7?LPIM 89 ;H>
?A

?E;?LN ?N ;F 89

I@ ?KOCNS

?=E ;H> *?PCH? 89 ;H> I@ H;H=C;F FC<?L;FCT;NCIH

;GIHA INB?LM 1BCM FCN?L;NOL? B;M A?H?L;FFS @IOH> NB;N H;H=C;F

>?P?FIJG?HN B;M ; JIMCNCP? ??=N IH NB? F?P?F I@ ALIQNB ?MJ?=C;FFS CH CH>OMNLC;F M?=NILM NB;N L?FS
IH ?RN?LH;F H;H=? @IL N?=BHIFIAC=;F L?;MIHM 'H ;>>CNCIH NI NB? F?P?F ??=N ;H> GIL? L?F?P;HN NI
IOL QILE 4OLAF?L  <LCHAM ?PC>?H=? IH NB? CGJ;=N I@ H;H=? IH ALIQNB PC; NB? L?;FFI=;NCIH
I@ IONJON ;=LIMM CH>OMNLC;F M?=NILM
1BCM J;J?L ;FMI CH@ILGM NB? FCN?L;NOL? IH H;H=? ;H> PIF;NCFCNS ?A

?=E ?N ;F 89

?E;?LN

?N ;F 89 ;H> *;LL;CH 89  1BCM FCN?L;NOL? <LI;>FS H>M NB;N H;H=C;F >?P?FIJG?HN ;H>
FC<?L;FCT;NCIH FIQ?L NB? PIF;NCFCNS I@ IONJON ;H> =IHMOGJNCIH -H? JIMMC<F? NB?IL?NC=;F GINCP;NCIH
CM JLIPC>?> <S !;LL;HT; ;H> %;F>IH0;H=B?T  QBI MBIQ NB;N CH ?=IHIGC?M QCNB CGJ?L@?=N
=L?>CN G;LE?NM IONJON PIF;NCFCNS N?H>M NI <? BCAB?L >O? NI NB? ??=N I@ MNL;N?AC= =IGJF?G?HN;LCNC?M CH
NB? JLI>O=NCIH M?=NIL ,?P?LNB?F?MM N;E?H CH>CPC>O;FFS NB? CH=L?;M? CH F?P?F ALIQNB NB? L?;FFI=;NCIH
I@ CHP?MNG?HN NIQ;L>M @;MN?LALIQCHA M?=NILM ;H> NB? >?=FCH? CH M?=NIL;F PIF;NCFCNS L?=IL>?> CH NB?
FCN?L;NOL? >I HIN CH@ILG NB? KO?MNCIH I@ NB? ??=N I@ H;H=C;F G;LE?NM IH M?=NIL;F >CP?LMC=;NCIH ;M
@OFFS ;M IOL J;J?L >I?M
0?P?L;F L?=?HN =IHNLC<ONCIHM B;P? ;CG?> NI MNO>S NB? FCHE <?NQ??H H;H=? ALIQNB ;H> PIF;NCFCNS
CH ; GIL? OHC?> @L;G?QILE $IL ?R;GJF? *?P=B?HEI ?N ;F  MBIQ NB;N H;H=C;F FC<?L;FCT;NCIH
CH=L?;M?M <INB NB? ALIQNB ;H> PIF;NCFCNS I@ IONJON ;N NB? CH>OMNLS F?P?F ;H> NB;N NBCM ??=N CM >LCP?H
<S AL?;N?L =;JCN;F ;==OGOF;NCIH AL?;N?L ?GJFISG?HN ;H> BCAB?L LG ?HNLS =B;LS; ?N ;F 


-85 9451 C> ;9=: =1=35 1=4 7A>FC8 9= 1 31DB1; F1H 9B DBD1;;H 1CCA92DC54 C> ,38D<?5C5A  F9C8 ;1C5A
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use a mean-variance e ciency framework in order to study the e ect of bank branching deregulation
on optimal reallocation of output across sectors. They nd that deregulation broadly accelerates
convergence to the mean-variance e ciency frontier.
Our contributions relative to these studies is that we show how

nancial deepening a ects

sectoral growth and volatility patterns not individually, but by allocating investment across growth
and risk patterns in an optimal portfolio sense, and that we study the international dimension of
this phenomenon.

III. Methodology and Data

III.A. Constructing a Diversi cation Benchmark
While there is a variety of possible benchmarks for sectoral diversi cation (e.g., Kalemli-Ozcan
et al. [2003] and Imbs and Wacziarg [2003]), we focus on the concept of mean-variance e ciency.
The idea is the following. A country's GDP is made up of the contributions of its industrial sectors.
An individual economy's expected growth and volatility are therefore determined by:
1) its sectors' growth, volatility, and growth correlations;
2) its sectoral composition.
Thinking of a country's growth rate as the return on a portfolio, and its sectors as individual
assets in that portfolio, we can construct mean-variance e cient frontiers a la Markowitz (1952)
and compare them across countries. Each country's e cient frontier is composed of the set of
minimum volatilities that can be achieved by optimally reallocating resources across sectors, for a
given rate of growth.
Let yc;s;t be the rate of growth of sector s in country c at time t, and wc;s;t the corresponding
P
sector's share of aggregate output. By construction, it must be that Ss=1 wc;s;t = 1 for all c and
t, where S denotes the number of sectors. Each country's rate of growth yc;t can therefore be
rewritten as:
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MMOGCHA NB;N CHP?MNILM =CNCT?HM ;H> AIP?LHG?HNM B;P? JL?@?L?H=?M IP?L ALIQNB ;H> PIF;NCFCNS
CN CM JIMMC<F? NI H> NB? IJNCG;F M?=NIL MB;L?M <S G;RCGCTCHA ; ONCFCNS @OH=NCIH QBC=B CM CH=L?;MCHA
CH L?NOLH ;H> >?=L?;MCHA CH LCME CH NB? M;G? Q;S ;H CHP?MNIL QCMB?M NI >?N?LGCH? NB? ONCFCNS
G;RCGCTCHA JILN@IFCI @LIG ; ACP?H M?N I@ ;MM?NM MMOGCHA ; KO;>L;NC= ONCFCNS IP?L ALIQNB ;H>
PIF;NCFCNS Q? =;H ?MNCG;N? ?RJ?=N?> ONCFCNS ;M

:     :  
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: ;H> : >?HIN? NB? ?MNCG;N?> ?RJ?=N?> P;FO? ;H> P;LC;H=?
QB?L?  CM NB? LCME ;P?LMCIH =I?=C?HN 
;H> Q? @ILG;N P?=NILM CH <IF>@;=?
'H JLCH=CJF? CN QIOF> <? JIMMC<F? NI =IGJON? ; NCG?P;LSCHA =IH>CNCIH;F ?=C?HN @LIHNC?L @IL
CHMN;H=? <S GI>?FFCHA NB? P;LC;H=? =IP;LC;H=? G;NLCR QCNB ; GOFNCP;LC;N? %/!& GI>?F &IQ?P?L
MCH=? Q? ;L? CHN?L?MN?> CH NB? FIHALOH ALIQNB ;H> LCME IJJILNOHCNC?M I@ NB? ?=IHIGS CN CM GIL?
;JJLIJLC;N? NI OM? NB? OH=IH>CNCIH;F G?;HM ;H> P;LC;H=?M

INB ;JJLI;=B?M L?MN IH NB? CGJFC=CN

;MMOGJNCIH NB;N NB?L? ;L? HI MNLO=NOL;F <L?;EM CH NB? OH>?LFSCHA MNI=B;MNC= JLI=?MM 0O=B ;H
CGJFC=CN ;MMOGJNCIH CM =IGGIH NI NB? ?HNCL? H;H=? ALIQNB ;H> PIF;NCFCNS FCN?L;NOL?
$IL ; ACP?H F?P?F I@ LCME ;P?LMCIH NB? IJNCG;F NL;>?I <?NQ??H ALIQNB ;H> PIF;NCFCNS CM ACP?H
<S NB? MIFONCIH NI NB? @IFFIQCHA =IHMNL;CH?> IJNCGCT;NCIH JLI<F?G
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1B? HIHH?A;NCPCNS =IHMNL;CHN L??=NM NB? @;=N NB;N CH NBCM =IHN?RN CN CM HIN ?=IHIGC=;FFS G?;H
CHA@OF NI B;P? H?A;NCP? Q?CABNM @IL NB? CH>OMNLC;F =IGJIMCNCIH 1B? MIFONCIH NI MO=B ; JLI<F?G
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L?KOCL?M NB? EHIQF?>A? I@ NB? =I?=C?HN I@ LCME ;P?LMCIH M NBCM CM OHEHIQH Q? GI>C@S NB?
IJNCGCT;NCIH JLI<F?G ;M @IFFIQM
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CNM L?MIOL=?M ;=LIMM M?=NILM
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>CMN;H=? NI ;H IJNCG;FFS >CP?LMC?> <?H=BG;LE
$CAOL? ' ACP?M ;H CFFOMNL;NCIH I@ BIQ NB? ;P?L;A? ;FFI=;NCIH I@ CH>OMNLC;F IONJON IP?L NB? M;GJF?
J?LCI> L?F;N?M NI NB? MI =IHMNLO=N?> >CMN;H=?M NI @LIHNC?L @IL NB? 20 NB? ?OLI ;L?; ;H> (;J;H
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sample period. Clearly, while the U.S. has experienced a Pareto improvement both in the sense of
reduced volatility and increased growth, Japan has moved towards the frontier only in the dimension
of growth, and Spain has actually experienced a divergence between 1990 and 2007, with higher
growth rates achieved at the cost of higher volatility. These gures illustrates an important point:
while countries mechanically converge in the growth dimension - as the fastest growing sectors
increase their weight over time - they may converge or diverge in the volatility dimension. To avoid
the possibility that we are simply capturing a mechanical convergence in the growth dimension,
the dependent variables in (5) measure the Euclidean distance between the weights associated with
the actual and the corresponding e cient allocation along the volatility dimension.
III.B. Empirical methodology
We study the link between nance and diversi cation using a standard convergence framework.
Our rst convergence test estimates the degree to which distance for country c converges to the
e ciet frontier following higher nancial development. We estimate the convergence equation

Dc;t = Dc;t

1

+ Dc;t

1

F inancec;t + F inancec;t +

c

+

t

+ "c;t

(6)

where F inancec;t is equal to a standard measure of nancial market development, and Dc;t is
de ned in Equation (5).4 Our coe cient of interest is : if

< 0, then greater nancial development

is associated with faster convergence to the optimal diversi cation benchmark.5 The inclusion of
country and year xed e ects allows us to purge our estimates from the e ect of unobservable global
4

It's important to note that equation (6) can be rewritten as
Dc;t = Dc;t

1

+ ( Dc;t

1

+ ) F inancec;t +

c

+

t

+ "c;t

and so the full e ect of nance on distance to the allocative e ciency frontier is given by Dc;t 1 + . For example,
if both and are negative, then more nance decreses distance to frontier, but if < 0 and > 0, then the total
e ect of nance depends on Dc;t 1 , and for low levels of Dc;t 1 , nance could lead to divergence even if < 0.
5
As pointed out by Acharya et al. (2007), the frontier is estimated with an error, and hence there is an attenuation
bias in estimating convergence. This works against nding an e ect and hence what we see in the data should be
interpreted as a lower bound for the true e ect. In addition, as shown by Jagannathan and Ma (2003) in the context
of mean-variance allocation, imposing non-negative constraints signi cantly reduces the impact of estimation error.
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NL?H>M FCE? NB? %L?;N +I>?L;NCIH ;H> OHI<M?LP;<F? =IOHNLSMJ?=C= NCG?CHP;LC;HN CHMNCNONCIH;F
CHO?H=?M ;H> CMIF;N? NB? QCNBCH=IOHNLS ??=N I@ H;H=C;F >?P?FIJG?HN
1B? L?F;NCIHMBCJ <?NQ??H H;H=C;F G;LE?N MCT? ;H> >CP?LMC=;NCIH CM CFFOMNL;N?> CH $CAOL? 3
QBC=B JFINM NB? L?>O=NCIH CH >CMN;H=? NI NB? IJNCG;F >CP?LMC=;NCIH <?H=BG;LE IP?L NB? M;GJF?
J?LCI> =;F=OF;N?> OMCHA >;N; ;N NB? >CACN F?P?F I@ >CM;AAL?A;NCIH ;A;CHMN CHCNC;F L;NCI I@ JLCP;N?
=L?>CN NI %". @IL NB? =LIMM M?=NCIH I@ -#!" =IOHNLC?M !F?;LFS NB? =ILL?F;NCIH CM MNLIHAFS JIMCNCP?
!IOHNLC?M QCNB CHCNC;FFS GIL? ?=C?HN =L?>CN G;LE?NM  NSJC=;FFS HAFI0;RIH  ?RJ?LC?H=? ; F;LA?L
L?>O=NCIH <?NQ??H ;=NO;F ;H> IJNCG;F >CP?LMC=;NCIH IP?L NB? J;MN  S?;LM NB;H F?MM H;H=C;FFS
>?P?FIJ?> =IOHNLC?M NSJC=;FFS +?>CN?LL;H?;H ;H> NL;HMCNCIH ?=IHIGC?M   I@ NB? =LIMM=IOHNLS
P;LC;NCIH CH NB? MJ??> I@ =IHP?LA?H=? NI NB? >CP?LMC=;NCIH <?H=BG;LE CM ?RJF;CH?> <S NB? MCT? I@
H;H=C;F G;LE?NM
,?RN Q? J?L@ILG NB? M;G? N?MN IH NB? =IOHNLSM?=NIL F?P?F >CM;AAL?A;N?> >;N; ;H> >?H?
 

;M CH #KO;NCIH  ;<IP? 1BCM ;FFIQM OM NI >CL?=NFS FIIE CHNI NB? CMMO? I@ L?;FFI=;NCIH ;H>

?R;GCH? QBC=B M?=NILM GIP? @;MN?L NI NB?CL CGJFC?> IJNCG;F Q?CABN @IFFIQCHA H;H=C;F >?P?FIJG?HN
$ILG;FFS Q? ?MNCG;N? NB? =IHP?LA?H=? ?KO;NCIH

 



  



  

  

 

  



 



M CH NB? JL?PCIOM MJ?=C=;NCIH NB? CH=FOMCIH I@ =IOHNLS M?=NIL ;H> S?;L R?> ??=NM ;FFIQ OM
NI JOLA? IOL ?MNCG;N?M @LIG NB? ??=N I@ OHI<M?LP;<F? AFI<;F NL?H>M ;H> OHI<M?LP;<F? CH>OMNLS ;H>
CHMNCNONCIH;F CHO?H=?M ;H> CMIF;N? NB? QCNBCH=IOHNLS<SM?=NIL ??=N I@ H;H=C;F >?P?FIJG?HN
#KO;NCIH  ?MNCG;N?M QB?NB?L H;H=C;F >?P?FIJG?HN ;==?F?L;N?M NB? L?;FFI=;NCIH ;=LIMM M?=NILM
QCNBCH ; =IOHNLS CH NB? >CL?=NCIH I@ NB? CGJFC?> IJNCG;F M?=NIL;F MB;L?M CH NBCM =IOHNLS 'H =IGJ;L
CMIH QBCF? #KO;NCIH  CM ; N?MN I@ =IHP?LA?H=? I@ =IOHNLSF?P?F ;AAL?A;N?M NIQ;L>M NB? IJNCG;F
>CP?LMC=;NCIH <?H=BG;LE #KO;NCIH  ?MNCG;N?M L?;FFI=;NCIH ;=LIMM M?=NILM CH NB? >CL?=NCIH I@ NB?
IJNCG;F Q?CABNM
4? ;>>L?MM NB? CMMO? I@ NB? ?H>IA?H?CNS I@ H;H=C;F >?P?FIJG?HN CH NQI ;FN?LH;NCP? Q;SM $CLMN
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we replace our volume measures of nance with dummies equal to 1 after the year in which domestic
nancial markets were liberalized. It is commonly believed that policy decisions are more exogenous
than volume measures of nance (Bekaert et al. [2005]). Second, we employ the Rajan and Zingales
(1998) approach of interacting our measure of

nance with a measure of each sector's natural

characteristic, in this case, long-term industry-level benchmark Sharpe ratio, and benchmark share
of small/young rms. By identifying one channel via which nance should speed convergence - that
is, more so for sectors which naturally o er lower risk for the same level of return, and which are
naturally more sensitive to external nance - we aim to purge the possible bias in our estimates
induced by simultaneity.
Finally, we repeat our main exercise on aggregate euro zone data for the 1991-2007 period (due
to the uni cation of Germany in 1991, prior data cannot be used). This gives us two additional
insights. First, it allows us to ask whether the e ect of nance on convergence holds in larger
economic zones, given that a country might not be the most suitable unit of observation when
studying diversi cation and allocation across industrial sectors. For example, Krugman (1991)
points out that demand linkages and costly trade will rather lead to sectoral specialization not
within one U.S. state, but between, for example, the East Coast and the U.S. mainland. The
European analog of this argument would be di erences in specialization patterns between the
industrialized North and the agricultural South. Second, it allows us to instrument euro zone
credit with an indicator variable equal to 1 after 1999, the year of the introduction of the euro.
While the euro might not be such a good instrument for credit market development because it may
also a ect convergence through increased trade and reduced exchange rate risk, this exercise still
allows us to address the endogeneity of nancial market development from another angle.
III.C. Data
Our main data on nominal value added - which we de ate to get real values - come from the
STAN Database for Structural Analysis and cover 28 countries over the period 1970-20076 . The
6
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>;N; ;L? >?=IGJIM?> ;FN?LH;NCP?FS CHNI  0'! >CACN ;H>  0'! >CACN M?=NILM 4BCF? CN QIOF> M??G
H;NOL;F NI IHFS @I=OM IH NB? H?L >CM;AAL?A;NCIH ;M QCNB  CH>OMNLC?M Q? FIM? MO<MN;HNC;F M?=NIL;F
P;LC;NCIH >CM;AAL?A;NCHA NB? >;N; <S 0'! >CACN CH>OMNLC?M M?LP?M NQI CGJILN;HN JOLJIM?M $IL IH?
Q? NBOM G;E? MOL? NB;N Q? >I HIN CH=FO>? M?=NILM QCNB H?AFCAC<F? IONJON MB;L? CH NB? =;F=OF;NCIH
I@ NB? >CP?LMC=;NCIH <?H=BG;LE 0?=IH> ACP?H NB? >CG?HMCIH;FCNS L?MNLC=NCIHM CHPIFP?> Q? ;L?
OH;<F? NI =IHMNLO=N >CP?LMC=;NCIH <?H=BG;LEM @IL =IOHNLC?M @IL QBC=B >;N; MN;LN ;@N?L  C@ Q?
IHFS B;P? NB? M?N I@  >CACN CH>OMNLC?M 'N CM ;FMI QILNB HINCHA NB;N C@ ;HSNBCHA ;AAL?A;NCIH CHNI
; M?N I@ MI =I;LM?FS >?H?> CH>OMNLC;F M?=NILM G;E?M CN B;L>?L L;NB?L NB;H ?;MC?L NI >?N?=N ;H ??=N
I@ H;H=? IH NB? L?;FFI=;NCIH I@ L?MIOL=?M ;=LIMM ?=IHIGC= ;=NCPCNC?M
1QI >;N; =F;LC=;NCIHM ;L? CH IL>?L $CLMN >CM;AAL?A;N?> >;N; N?H> NI <? ;L<CNL;LS CH NB? M?HM?
NB;N MIG? ?=IHIGC= ;=NCPCNC?M ;L? =F;MMC?> GIL? =I;LM?FS NB;H INB?LM '@ >;N; IH IH? NSJ? I@
?=IHIGC= ;=NCPCNS ;L? =IHMCMN?HNFS =IFF?=N?> CH ; GIL? >CM;AAL?A;N?> @;MBCIH =IHP?LA?H=? NI NB?
G?;HP;LC;H=? ?=C?H=S @LIHNC?L G;S ?G?LA? ;M ; G?=B;HC=;F JLIJ?LNS I@ NB;N JLI=?MM =B;LS; ?N
;F 89  4? ;>>L?MM NBCM CMMO? <S ?GJFISCHA >;N; ;N >C?L?HN F?P?FM I@ >CM;AAL?A;NCIH BIQ?P?L
ACP?H NB? >CG?HMCIH;FCNS FCGCN;NCIH CGJIM?> CH =;F=OF;NCHA NB? G?;HP;LC;H=? ?=C?H=S @LIHNC?L
QBC=B L?KOCL?M NB;N NB? HOG<?L I@ S?;LM CH NB? >;N; ?R=??>M NB? HOG<?L I@ M?=NILM Q? L?MILN
NI OMCHA NB? >;N; ;N NB? 0'! >CACN ;H> -#!" >CACN ;AAL?A;NCIH 0?=IH> QBCF? NB? 2,'"B;M <??H NB? JL?@?LL?> >;N;M?N CH NB? H;H=? ;H> ALIQNB FCN?L;NOL? CN IHFS CH=FO>?M >;N; IH NB?
G;HO@;=NOLCHA M?=NIL ;H> MI 01, CM GIL? MOCN?> NI MNO>SCHA IJNCG;F L?;FFI=;NCIH CH NB? =IHN?RN
I@ NB? G;DIL MBC@N >OLCHA NB? M;GJF? J?LCI> @LIG G;HO@;=NOLCHA NIQ;L>M M?LPC=?M @IL ?R;GJF?
1B? H;H=C;F P;LC;<F?M OM?> CH NBCM J;J?L =IG? @LIG NQI >C?L?HN MIOL=?M 1B? G;CH G?;MOL?
I@ H;H=C;F G;LE?NM >?P?FIJG?HN CM ./'31# !/#"'1  %". 4B;N AI?M CHNI NB? HOG?L;NIL
CM NB? P;FO? I@ NIN;F =L?>CNM <S H;H=C;F CHN?LG?>C;LC?M NI NB? JLCP;N? M?=NIL FCH?M > ;H> > CH
NB? 'HN?LH;NCIH;F $CH;H=C;F 0N;NCMNC=M
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rather than economic considerations. It also excludes credit to the public sector and cross claims
of one group of intermediaries on another. Finally, it counts credit from all nancial institutions
rather than only deposit money banks. The data on this variable come from Beck et al. (2010)
and are available for all 28 countries in the data set between 1970 and 2007.
While the main measure of domestic nancial development considered in the paper is ubiquitous
in empirical research, it is intrinsically likely to contain measurement error. For one, it is di cult to
capture all aspects of nancial development in one empirical proxy. Second, there are idiosyncratic
di erences across countries in the availability of unobservable sources of working capital, such as
trade credit or family ownership. To confront these issues, we use in robustness tests data on
equity market size (STOCK MARKET CAPITALIZATION / GDP), bond market size (PRIVATE
+ PUBLIC BOND CAPITALIZATION / GDP), as well as various measures of nancial integration.
We also address the issue of the endogeneity of any volume measure of nance to economic
development by employing a de jure measure of nancial development in addition to the de facto
one. In practice, we replace PRIVATE CREDIT / GDP with information on banking sector
liberalization dates. This alternative indicator is constructed by assigning a value of 0 for the
years in which the country's domestic credit market was not liberalized, and 1 for the years after
it became liberalized. The indicator comes from Bekaert et al. (2005).
Table I summarizes the sectoral data, for both the SIC 1-digit and the OECD 2-digit classi cation used, along with initial date for which the sectoral data are available. Table II summarizes
the data on both the de facto and the de jure measures of credit market development.

IV. Empirical Results

This section is split into four subsections. The rst (IV.A) investigates the e ect of nance
on diversi cation. The second (IV.B) addresses various simultaneity issues associated with faster
convergence to the diversi cation benchmark. The third (IV.C) compares the e ect of nance on
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our optimal diversi cation benchmark and its e ect on a number of "naive" measures of diversi cation. The fourth (IV.D) studies whether the main ndings are a ected by accounting for other
characteristics of the business environment, by the choice of proxy for nancial development, and
by the choice of unit of observation.
IV.A. Finance and Diversi cation
The rst empirical question addressed in this paper is whether nance accelerates the country's
convergence to our diversi cation benchmark implied by its sectoral long-term growth, volatility
of growth, and growth correlations across sectors. We study this e ect in Panel A of Table III.
Columns (1) and (3) report the estimates of Equation (6) for the 1- and 2-digit data, respectively.
Only the countries for which the time dimesion of the data is at least as large as the sectoral
dimension are used to calculate distances to frontier; for the rest the variance-covariance matrix is
singular.7 The estimate of the direct auto-regressive coe cient on distance to frontier so de ned,
, implies a yearly reduction of between 5.5% and 9.5% in our sample. Importantly, the e ect of
nance interacts negatively with distance as implied by the estimate of the coe cient . Therefore,
our estimates suggest that

nancial development has a positive e ect on the speed with which

countries converge to their e ciency frontier. Numerically, a two-standard deviation increase in
nancial development results in a speed of convergence to the frontier by higher by about 3:5%
annually. The magnitudes of the e ect are roughly similar across 1-digit and 2-digit disaggregation
of the data, and equally signi cant.
One immediate caveat is that our diversi cation benchmark itself may have been a ected by
nancial development. If nance a ects both growth and volatility, as the literature on nance
and growth has argued, then initial nancial underdevelopment will result in arti cially low early
growth and high early volatility. Structural breaks in nancial development, therefore, will remove
constraints to growth and lower volatility, and that would e ectively contaminate our long-term
7
This results in the exclusion of the Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, and Switzerland from
the exercise on the 2-digit data, as for all 6 countries there are less than 20 years of data available.
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<?H=BG;LE -H? MIFONCIH CM NI =;F=OF;N? ; =F?;H @LIHNC?L CH QBC=B FIHAN?LG ALIQNB PIF;NCFCNS
;H> ALIQNB =ILL?F;NCIHM B;P? HIN <??H ;?=N?> <S H;H=? GC>=S=F? 'H !IFOGHM  ;H>  Q?
>I MI <S ?MNCG;NCHA #KO;NCIH  IH ; L?MNLC=N?> M;GJF? I@ =IOHNLC?M QBC=B FC<?L;FCT?> >IG?MNC=
=L?>CN G;LE?NM <?@IL? NB? <?ACHHCHA I@ NB? M;GJF? J?LCI> 'H NB;N Q;S Q? G;E? MOL? NB;N Q? ;L?
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ALIQNB ;H> PIF;NCFCNS ;H> HIN NI IH? =IHN;GCH;N?> <S NB? CHCNC;F OH>?L>?P?FIJG?HN I@ H;H=C;F
G;LE?NM 1B? MN;NCMNC=;F MCAHC=;H=? I@ IOL ?MNCG;N?M L?G;CHM OH=B;HA?> ;H> NB? ?=IHIGC= G?;HCHA
I@ NB? =I?=C?HNM CM C@ ;HSNBCHA BCAB?L NB;H CGJFC?> <S NB? ?MNCG;N?M IH NB? @OFF M;GJF?
4? H?RN OM? NB? >CM;AAL?A;N?> H;NOL? I@ IOL >;N; NI MNO>S NB? ??=N I@ H;H=? IH NB? >C?L?H=?
<?NQ??H ;=NO;F ;H> IJNCG;F IONJON MB;L?M @IL ?;=B =IOHNLSM?=NIL 1BCM JLI=?>OL? CM ;CG?> ;N
ACPCHA OM ; <?NN?L C>?; I@ QBC=B M?=NILM ;L? JLCG;LCFS L?MJIHMC<F? @IL NB? MJ??> I@ NB? =IHP?LA?H=?
NI ; =IOHNLSQC>? ;FFI=;NCP? ?=C?H=S @LIHNC?L $IL ; MN;LN Q? H> NB;N  M?=NILM CH NB? 0'! >CACN
CH>OMNLC;F =F;MMC=;NCIH ;==IOHN @IL  I@ NB? MB;L? I@ IONJON CH NB? IJNCG;F M?=NIL;F JILN@IFCI
CGJFC?> <S FIHAN?LG ALIQNB ;H> PIF;NCFCNS I@ ALIQNB 1B? M?=NILM QCNB NB? <CAA?MN Q?CABN CH
NB? IJNCG;F JILN@IFCI ;L? !IGGOHCNS MI=C;F ;H> J?LMIH;F M?LPC=?M  CH NB? 0'! >CACN =;M? 
$CH;H=? CHMOL;H=? L?;F ?MN;N? ;H> <OMCH?MM M?LPC=?M  CH NB? 0'! >CACN =;M?  ;H> 1L;HMJILN
MNIL;A? ;H> =IGGOHC=;NCIH  CH NB? 0'! >CACN =;M?  1B? @ILG?L NQI M?=NILM I@ NB? F;MN ALIOJ
;FMI ?RBC<CN NB? <CAA?MN >C?L?H=? <?NQ??H ;=NO;F ;H> IJNCG;F MB;L?  ;H>  IH ;P?L;A?
;=LIMM =IOHNLC?M ;H> NCG? QCNB NB?CL IJNCG;F MB;L? <?CHA BCAB?L NB;H NB?CL ;=NO;F IH? -H NB? INB?L
MC>? I@ NB? MJ?=NLOG IOL ?MNCG;N?M CGJFS NB;N IH ;P?L;A? NB? ;=NO;F MB;L? I@ G;HO@;=NOLCHA CM
BCAB?L NB;H NB? IJNCG;F IH? <S  1BCM MOAA?MNM NB;N CH ; M;GJF? I@ CH>OMNLC;FCT?> =IOHNLC?M ;N
F?;MN NB?L? CM NII GO=B G;HO@;=NOLCHA ;=LIMM NB? <I;L> ACP?H NB? IJNCG;F MB;L? I@ G;HO@;=NOLCHA
CGJFC?> <S IOL <?H=BG;LE =;F=OF;NCIHM
.;H?F
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CHA NB? M;GJF? J?LCI> 1B? L?AL?MMCIHM CH=FO>? NCG? >OGGC?M NI ;==IOHN @IL MBC@NM ;MMI=C;N?> QCNB
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IV.B. Endogeneity of Finance
We have so far established a positive correlation between nancial development and convergence to an optimal diversi cation benchmark de ned in the sense of mean-variance e ciency.
However, the question of causality has been left largely unanswered. Given the evidence so far, the
argument can still be made that nancial development has simply increased in the wake of faster
diversi cation, in itself driven by factors unobservable to the econometrician. For example, the
observed pattern could be due to the fact that more optimally diversi ed economies consist of large
capital-intensive sector, and so a large nancial industry emerges to serve those. Alternatively,
unobservable factors like entrepreneurial culture and propensity to save might be driving both the
size of nancial markets and diversi cation patterns. In this subsection, we describe how we deal
with these issues.
IV.B.1. The Nature of Reallocation
We rst address the issue of omitted variable bias by employing the methodology rst introduced
by Rajan and Zingales (1998). They document the signi cance of the interaction term between a
country-level characteristic of nancial development and an industry-level characteristic of nancial
dependence. The innovation of the method is in that they use a U.S. benchmark to construct an
exogenous measure of nancial dependence in their sample of countries which excludes the U.S.
This empirical strategy alleviates concerns about the ability of nancial development to anticipated
growth. It also addresses questions about the joint determination of nancial development and
growth by a third, unobservable factor.
One natural channel via which we expect nance to exert a causal e ect on convergence to
frontier is the technological risk-adjusted growth of the sector. Movement towards the frontier is
8
However, that point is quite close to the frontier. For example, for the sample mean value of private credit to
GDP, the distance beyond which more nance leads to divergence is 0.0024 in the MVE metric, a value attained by
1.7% of the country-sector-time observations in our sample.
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rms, we calculate it for each sector using data from the Dun and Bradstreet database, averaged
for the 1985-1995 period, and again instrument it for with the sample measure of that share, using
data from Amadeus, interacted with the U.S. measure of nancial development. Then, we interact
these two industry benchmarks with the interaction term in Equation (7), and exclude the U.S.
from the regressions that follow.
The estimates con rm the e ect that we already found in Tables III and IV when we use the
industries' "natural" long-term Sharpe ratios, for data at the 1-digit (Column (1)) and 2-digit
(Column (3)) level of disaggregation. Namely,

nancial development as proxied by PRIVATE

CREDIT / GDP increases the speed with which sectors' shares converge to the benchmark implied
by mean-variance e ciency, and this e ect is stronger for sectors that naturally have higher Sharpe
ratios. The exact same results are obtained when we di erentiate by the share of young

rms

(Column (2) for 1-digit and Column (4) for 2-digit data): sectors with a higher share of young
rms (presumably, sectors with higher natural information frictions, which nance should a ects
more strongly) see a faster reallocation following nancial development.
It should be noted that each sector's benchmark Sharpe ratio is measured for the same time
period used for the sample countries - namely, a full 38 years. The rst reason for doing so is
that we want to calculate "natural" volatility over a relatively long period of time. The second
reason is that we think of the US benchmark over the 1970-2007 period as a global ex-ante one
given the technological opportunities of that sector. Then the question becomes one of how nancial
development a ects sectoral reallocation given the potential long-term performance of the countries'
sectors.
IV.B.2. Reversed Causality
We now proceed to address the issue of reversed causality. For example, countries that diversify
faster may demand larger nancial sectors if they derive a larger share of economic output derives
from more capital intensive industries. For that reason, in Table VI, we account for the endogeneity
of nance in an alternative fashion. Namely, we replace our preferred measure of nancial devel-
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opment with liberalization dates of domestic credit markets, as per Table II. We do so both for
sectoral data at the 1-digit (Column (1)) and 2-digit (Column (3)) level of disaggregation. Although
the argument has sometimes been made that liberalization may be endogenous as policy makers
may be undertaking it at the times when the country is starting on the path of higher growth11 ,
a policy measure is more exogenous to growth opportunities than the volumes measures we have
used so far. Hence, we replace the nancial proxy in Equation (7) with a dummy variable equal
to 1 after the year in the country liberalized its credit markets. We continue to measure a positive
e ect of credit markets on the speed of convergence.12
Another issue with our tests so far is that the nancial sector is included both in the left-hand
side and the right-hand side of the estimation equation. To address this concern, in Columns (2)
and (4) of Table VI we exclude the sector "Finance, insurance, real estate and business services"
and "Financial intermediation" from the main tests using the data disaggregated at the SIC 1-digit
and the OECD 2-digit level, respectively. As explained before, our previous results might be biased
by the fact that the proxies for nancial development we use increase simultaneously alongside the
share of nancial services on the left-hand side. The e ect of credit market development, however,
survives this procedure, with a largely undiminished magnitude.
Taken together, these tests point to the fact that the endogeneity of the volume measures of
nance used so far may be inducing attenuation bias in our estimations, while the inclusion of
the nancial sector may be biasing the results upwards. In all, our measures of credit markets
development continues to a ect strongly the speed of convergence to the diversi cation benchmark
in all tests.
IV.C. Optimal vs. "Naive" Diversi cation
The virtue of our measure of "optimal" diversi cation, based on the concept of mean-variance
e ciency, is that it accounts simultaneously for sectoral growth, volatility, and cross-correlations.
11

See Bekaert et al. (2007) for details.
This result is reminiscent of Bekaert et al. (2007) who nd that an exogenous measure of growth opportunities
predicts faster growth than the endogenous one.
12
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the Gini coe cient, for example, convergence is almost nonexistent.
IV.D. Robustness
Our empirical methodology so far has been very parsimonious: we have studied the e ect of
nance on the speed of convergence, accounting for natural convergence, global time trends, and
country-industry unobservables. We have also addressed various sumulteneity concern to strengthen
the causality argument, and shown that nance exhibits no e ect on "naive" measures of diversi cation which ignore the interplay of growth and volatility at the sectoral level. In this section, we
perform additional robustness checks addressing the quality of our nancial development proxies,
alternative characteristics of the business environment, and alternative units of observation.
IV.D.1. Alternative Measures of Financial Development
So far we have relied exclusively on the time series of the ratio of private credit to GDP to capture
the country-speci c evolution in nancial depth. Given the importance of access to increasingly
international capital markets, especially for some industrial sectors, alternative measures of nancial
development that capture the international supply of capital beg to be considered. In the rst two
columns of Table VIII, we replace our proxy for nancial depth with measures of stock and bond
market capitalization to GDP. (For the sake of brevity, we do so only for country-industry distances
to our diversi cation benchmark). The gist of the results remains unchanged (albeit the magnitude
of the e ects decreases and the statistical signi cance of the results is weakened): deeper nancial
markets are associated with faster convergence to frontier.
Next, we pay explicit attention to the fact that countries can also diversify abroad, both in
terms of direct and portfolio investment, and this is likely to be especially important for small, open
economies. While we have made it impossible for economies to "short" a sector by construction, we
can still look at the nancial side of cross-border diversi cation. In Columns (3)-(4) of Table VIII,
we control for trade openness (using the ratio of exports plus imports to GDP), for integration in
international nancial markets (by using the ratio of total foreign assets and liabilities to GDP),
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and for the share of net foreign assets to GDP in the country. All of these alternative measures
of nance turn out to be signi cant in at least one speci cation and level of data disaggregation,
and the sign of the estimates implies that they a ect convergence in the same direction as credit
market development. One can therefore con rm that measures of nancial depth seem to a ect the
speed of convergence to allocative e ciency frontier alongside measures of international nancial
integration.
Finally, our data allow us to pay speci c attention to nancial services as a productive sector of
the economy. In particular, some countries may have a comparative advantage in nancial services
due to specialization in a particular type of human capital, or due to early specialization in banking
activities. One way to exploit this possibility is to test whether countries with initially relatively
large nancial sectors have di erent diversi cation paths than countries with initially relatively
small nancial sectors. We perform our main tests on these two sub-samples of countries, and
report the results in Columns (5) and (6). The estimates imply that deeper nancial markets speed
up convergence to allocative e ciency frontier for both types of countries, however, the gain in
speed of convergence is relatively higher for countries which initially specialized to a lower degree
in nancial services.
IV.D.2. Finance, Law, and Regulation
Another important issue to address is that nance may simply be proxying for other characteristics of the business environment. In particular, GDP growth rates tend to be positively related
to a wide array of institutional factors (Barro [1991]) which tend to be correlated. For example,
nancially more developed countries tend to have better institutions, less rigid regulation of businesses, and better protection of investors and enforcement of contracts. To the extent that the
degree of development tends to be similar across most dimensions of nancial, regulatory, and legal
development, those could all be capturing similar aspects of a favorable business environment. We
therefore consider the e ects of barriers to entry, investor protection, and contract enforcement on
convergence to the diversi cation benchmark.
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the marginal cost of investing in opaque high-growth sectors. Importantly, the e ect of nance we
observed in previous regressions survives this robustness exercise. It also holds when we exclude
the countries which liberalized domestic credit markets during the sample period which may have
induced a structural break in the MVE frontier (Columns (2) and (4)).
IV.D.3. Stages of Diversi cation
In Table X, we test how

nancial depth a ects diversi cation for di erent initial stages of

diversi cation. Imbs and Wacziarg (2003) show that diversi cation follows a non-linear pattern
over the development cycle, so it is conceivable that our measure of "optimal" diversi cation will
be a ected by

nance di erently at various stages of diversi cation. We split the countries in

subgroups based on initially "low" vs. "high" degree of diversi cation (essentially - the bottom vs.
top half of the distribution of initial distances to the optimally diversi ed benchmark. Then, we
test how credit and equity market development a ects the speed of convergence for di erent degrees
of initial diversi cation. While it is tempting to hypothesize that bank credit is more important at
intermediate stages of diversi cation, while access to equity markets is more important for advanced
stages of diversi cation, we nd that bank credit tends to matter for convergence at all stages of
diversi cation, and access to equity markets matters mostly for countries with low initial degree of
diversi cation.
IV.D.4. Finance and Diversi cation: Larger Economic Zones
One nal critical question to our approach is whether a national economy is a proper unit of
observation. The literature on the geographic agglomeration of economic activity, pioneered by
Krugman (1991), points out that demand linkages and costly trade will rather lead to sectoral
specialization not within one U.S. state, but between, for example, the East Coast and the U.S.
mainland. Kalemli-Ozcan et al. (2010) also emphasize that the euro area might be a more appropriate unit of observation to study intersectoral allocation than an individual euro area member
country. In that sense, that the German region of Bavaria specializes in car production and the
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German region of Rhineland specializes in wine production might be less important than the fact
that Germany has a relatively large automobile industry while Portugal has a relatively large wine
industry.
Our framework allows for an immediate test of this hypothesis. In Table XI, we report the
estimates from revised versions of previous regressions where we have calculated distance to our
diversi cation benchmark using aggregate sectoral data for the euro area starting in 199114 , and
our main measure of nance is now the aggregate credit-to-GDP ratio for all euro area countries
for each year starting in 1991. Given that we only have 17 years of observations, we only use
disaggregation at the 1-digit SIC industry level to calculate the e ciet frontier. Across the board
of empirical tests, we con rm that deeper credit markets are associated with a faster convergence to
an allocative e ciency frontier. As before, we use OLS and a GMM procedures (Columns (1) and
(2), respectively), we account for "natural" industry characteristics, like information frictions and
"natural" risk-adjusted growth (Columns (3) and (4), respectively), and we exclude the nancial
sector from the exercises (Column (5)). We also use the introduction of the euro in 1999 as an
instrument for nancial development (Column (6)). While the validity restriction is undoubtedly
satis ed, the argument can be made that the introduction of the euro in 1999 may have shifted
the frontier by allowing faster reallocation along other dimensions, like trade and the reduction of
exchange rate risk, which invalidates the exclusion restriction. Therefore, this nal test should be
interpreted with caution.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we study whether international di erences in

nancial market depth can be

mapped into country variations in sectoral diversi cation. We construct a benchmark measure of
diversi cation as the set of allocations of aggregate output across industrial sectors which minimize
14

The uni cation in 1991 of the largest economy in the euro zone, Germany, makes it impossible to use pre-1991
data.
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Figure I.
Diversification Benchmark and Actual Industrial Composition

4
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Note: The graph shows the benchmark diversification of industrial output, based on mean-variance efficiency and calculated using the
countries’ sectors’ long-term growth, volatility, and correlations over the sample period, and the average actual realization of industrial
output.
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Figure II.
Diversification Benchmark and Actual Industrial Composition over Time, U.S.

14

Note: The graph shows the benchmark diversification of industrial output, based on mean-variance efficiency and calculated using the
sectors’ long-term growth, volatility, and correlations over the sample period, and the evolution of the actual realization of industrial
output over the sample period, for the U.S.
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Figure III.
Diversification Benchmark and Actual Industrial Composition over Time, Japan

14

Note: The graph shows the benchmark diversification of industrial output, based on mean-variance efficiency and calculated using the
sectors’ long-term growth, volatility, and correlations over the sample period, and the evolution of the actual realization of industrial
output over the sample period, for Japan.
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Figure IV.
Diversification Benchmark and Actual Industrial Composition over Time, Spain

14

Note: The graph shows the benchmark diversification of industrial output, based on mean-variance efficiency and calculated using the
sectors’ long-term growth, volatility, and correlations over the sample period, and the evolution of the actual realization of industrial
output over the sample period, for Spain.
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Note: The graph shows each individual country’s autoregressive speed of convergence over the sample period to a
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Average
volatility

Initial
Final
Data
Initial
Final
Data
distance
distance
start
distance
distance
start
SIC 1-digit industries
OECD 2-digit industries
Australia
0.032
0.036
0.332
0.292
1970
0.403
0.304
1970
Austria
0.021
0.018
0.306
0.266
1976
0.354
0.321
1976
Belgium
0.022
0.026
0.541
0.427
1970
0.407
0.347
1970
Canada
0.030
0.035
0.388
0.350
1972
0.341
0.275
1970
Czech Republic
0.020
0.039
0.628
0.617
1993
0.366
0.370
1993
Denmark
0.018
0.024
0.384
0.360
1970
0.350
0.298
1970
Finland
0.029
0.052
0.550
0.533
1970
0.463
0.327
1970
France
0.023
0.025
0.455
0.374
1970
0.298
0.258
1970
Germany
0.006
0.013
0.423
0.377
1991
0.382
0.353
1991
Greece
0.026
0.051
0.467
0.444
1970
0.312
0.272
1970
Hungary
0.004
0.056
0.430
0.415
1991
0.355
0.319
1991
Iceland
0.028
0.087
0.312
0.397
1973
0.417
0.469
1973
Ireland
0.065
0.039
0.620
0.557
1986
0.521
0.379
1986
Italy
0.027
0.037
0.438
0.332
1970
0.376
0.300
1970
Japan
0.023
0.024
0.421
0.422
1970
0.374
0.324
1970
Korea
0.077
0.068
0.588
0.565
1970
0.599
0.425
1970
Luxembourg
0.054
0.035
0.471
0.522
1985
0.357
0.380
1985
Netherlands
0.023
0.025
0.438
0.392
1970
0.400
0.367
1970
New Zealand
0.032
0.036
0.533
0.514
1971
0.318
0.262
1971
Norway
0.034
0.045
0.575
0.709
1970
0.472
0.546
1970
Poland
0.029
0.032
0.422
0.386
1994
0.524
0.503
1994
Portugal
0.022
0.034
0.367
0.363
1977
0.342
0.347
1977
Slovakia
0.023
0.042
0.278
0.277
1993
0.348
0.361
1993
Spain
0.026
0.025
0.320
0.373
1980
0.402
0.373
1980
Sweden
0.021
0.036
0.609
0.503
1971
0.564
0.471
1970
Switzerland
0.006
0.017
0.485
0.467
1990
0.437
0.431
1990
UK
0.007
0.012
0.382
0.276
1986
0.441
0.352
1970
US
0.024
0.026
0.499
0.477
1970
0.349
0.342
1970
Note: The table describes the STAN database for structural analysis. The underlying industry data are at the SIC 1-digit level and OECD 2digit level (See Appendix B for details). Column (1) lists the average country-level value added growth rate over the period that the country
is observed, which is a simple average of the sectoral level growth rates. Column (2) lists long-term standard deviations of growth for each
country, again averages across sectors. Columns (3)-(4) and (6)-(7) list our estimates of initial and final distance to the optimally diversified
benchmark for each country, in a mean-variance efficiency metric, for SIC 1-digit and OECD 2-digit data, respectively. Columns (5) and (8)
give the initial year for which data become available for each country. All data are available until 2007.

Country

Average
growth

Table I.
Value Added Growth, Volatility, and Distance to Diversification Benchmark

Table II.
Credit Markets: Volumes and Liberalization Events
Credit markets
Private credit / GDP
Liberalization date
Australia
0.513
1994
Austria
0.841
<1970
Belgium
0.433
<1970
Canada
0.783
<1970
Czech Republic
0.507
1994
Denmark
0.501
1994
Finland
0.571
<1970
France
0.713
<1970
Germany
1.077
<1970
Greece
0.371
1987
Hungary
0.299
1994
Iceland
0.541
<1970
Ireland
0.821
<1970
Italy
0.618
<1970
Japan
1.452
1985
Korea
0.827
1998
Luxembourg
1.054
<1970
Netherlands
1.069
<1970
New Zealand
0.558
1987
Norway
0.869
1985
Poland
0.236
1994
Portugal
0.856
1986
Slovakia
0.504
1994
Spain
0.811
<1970
Sweden
0.956
1985
Switzerland
1.601
<1970
UK
0.653
<1970
US
1.306
1985
Note: The table describes our main financial variable used in the text, private credit over GDP. Column (1) lists the
country-level ratio of private credit by all financial institutions, excluding central banks, to GDP, averaged over the
sample period. Column (2) lists the year in which the respective country liberalized its banking sector; ‘<1970’
means that those countries’ credit markets are open throughout the period. Data on private credit come from Beck et
al. (2010). Data on banking sector liberalization events come from Bekaert et al. (2005).
Country
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Table III.
Finance and Convergence to Diversification Benchmark: OLS Estimation
Panel A. Country distance to frontier
SIC 1-digit data
OECD 2-digit data
Full sample
Clean frontier
Full sample
Clean frontier

Dc ,t 1  Credit
Dc ,t 1
Credit
Observations

-0.0564
(0.0274)**

-0.1172
(0.0506)**

-0.0661
(0.0271)**

-0.0980
(0.0610)*

0.9045
(0.0333)***

0.9467
(0.0552)***

0.9416
(0.0279)***

0.9438
(0.0547)***

0.0211
(0.0123)*

0.0415
(0.0231)*

0.0225
(0.0106)**

0.0347
(0.0239)

731

424

678

415

Panel B. Country-industry distance to frontier
SIC 1-digit data
OECD 2-digit data
Full sample
Clean frontier
Full sample
Clean frontier

Dc , s ,t 1  Credit
Dc , s ,t 1
Credit

-0.0220
(0.0068)***

-0.0411
(0.0122)***

-0.0290
(0.0036)***

-0.0283
(0.0059)***

0.8806
(0.0084)***

0.8820
(0.0134)***

0.9201
(0.0045)***

0.8894
(0.0068)***

0.0024
(0.0012)**

0.0049
(0.0023)**

0.0013
(0.0004)***

0.0010
(0.0007)

Observations
6,579
3,816
13,560
8,300
Note: The Table reports estimates from fixed effects regressions where the dependent variable is Dc ,t (Panel
A) and

Dc , s ,t (Panel B), both calculated according to equation (5). The regressions are carried out on the

sample of all countries for which the number of years with non-missing data is at least as large as the number of
industries (Columns labeled “Full sample”), and on the sample of all countries for which the number of years
with non-missing data is at least as large as the number of industries and which liberalized their credit markets
during the sample period (Columns labeled “Clean frontier”). ‘Credit’ is the ratio of private credit to GDP. All
estimates are from OLS regressions. Country and year fixed effects (Panel A) and country fixed effects
interactions with industry fixed effects, as well as year fixed effects (Panel B) included in all regressions. White
(1980) standard errors appear below each coefficient in parentheses, where *** indicates significance at the 1%
level, ** at the 5% level, and * at the 10% level.
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Table IV.
Finance and Convergence to Diversification Benchmark: GMM Estimation
Panel A. Country distance to frontier
SIC 1-digit data
OECD 2-digit data
Full sample
Clean frontier
Full sample
Clean frontier

Dc ,t 1  Credit
Dc ,t 1
Credit
Observations

-0.0911
(0.0290)***

-0.1443
(0.0495)***

-0.0919
(0.0302)***

-0.0984
(0.0620)*

0.9025
(0.0320)***

0.9515
(0.0518)***

0.9540
(0.0283)***

0.9306
(0.0547)***

0.0347
(0.0132)***

0.0566
(0.0226)**

0.0262
(0.0117)**

0.0287
(0.0245)

697

402

650

395

Panel B. Country-industry distance to frontier
SIC 1-digit data
OECD 2-digit data
Full sample
Clean frontier
Full sample
Clean frontier

Dc , s ,t 1  Credit
Dc , s ,t 1
Credit

-0.2005
(0.0139)***

-0.2091
(0.0243)***

-0.1750
(0.0077)***

-0.1460
(0.0128)***

0.8225
(0.0152)***

0.8661
(0.0246)***

0.8536
(0.0085)***

0.8052
(0.0130)***

0.0230
(0.0025)***

0.0232
(0.0044)***

0.0105
(0.0009)***

0.0067
(0.0016)***

Observations
6,273
3,618
13,000
7,900
Note: The Table reports estimates from fixed effects regressions where the dependent variable is Dc ,t (Panel
A) and

Dc , s ,t (Panel B), both calculated according to Equation (5). The regressions are carried out on the

sample of all countries for which the number of years with non-missing data is at least as large as the number of
industries (Columns labeled “Full sample”), and on the sample of all countries for which the number of years
with non-missing data is at least as large as the number of industries and which liberalized their credit markets
before the sample period (Columns labeled “Clean frontier”). ‘Credit’ is the ratio of private credit to GDP. All
estimates are from a GMM procedure which implements the Arrelano-Bond estimator to account for the
presence of a lagged dependent variable in a dynamic panel model. White (1980) standard errors appear below
each coefficient in parentheses, where *** indicates significance at the 1% level, ** at the 5% level, and * at the
10% level.
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Table V.
Finance and Convergence to Diversification Benchmark:
Which Sectors Converge Faster?
Benchmark =
US industry
Sharpe ratio

Benchmark =
US industry share
young firms

SIC 1-digit industries

Dc , s ,t 1  Credit·Benchmark
Dc , s ,t 1
Credit
Benchmark

Benchmark =
US industry
Sharpe ratio

Benchmark =
US industry share
young firms

OECD 2-digit industries

-0.0181
(0.0053)***

-0.2001
(0.0654)***

-0.0140
(0.0014)***

-0.2208
(0.0299)***

0.8794
(0.0086)***

0.8799
(0.0092)***

0.9231
(0.0045)***

0.9194
(0.0048)***

0.0014
(0.0011)

0.0024
(0.0013)*

0.0011
(0.0004)***

0.0011
(0.0004)**

0.0071
(0.0022)***

0.0110
(0.0061)*

0.0037
(0.0007)***

0.0122
(0.0067)*

Observations
6,273
Note: The dependent variable in all cases is

Dc , s , t

6,273
12,880
12,880
calculated according to Equation (5). ‘Credit’ is the ratio of

private credit to GDP. ‘US industry Sharpe ratio’ is the ratio of long-term growth divided by long-term standard
deviation of growth for US industries at the SIC 1-digit (Columns (1) and (2)) or OECD 2-digit (Columns (3)
and (4)) level. ‘Share of young firms’ is the share of firms younger than 2 years out of the full population of
firms for US industries at the SIC 1-digit (Columns (1) and (2)) or OECD 2-digit (Columns (3) and (4)) level.
Both industry benchmarks are instrumented in all regressions by the predicted sample Sharpe ratio/share of
young firms in a regression on country and industry dummies, interacted with the respective US measure of
financial development. The US is excluded from all regressions. Country fixed effects interactions with industry
fixed effects, as well as year fixed effects, are included in all regressions. White (1980) standard errors appear
below each coefficient in parentheses, where *** indicates significance at the 1% level, ** at the 5% level, and
* at the 10% level.
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Table VI.
Endogeneity of Finance
Credit = Bank
liberalization date

Financial sector
excluded

SIC 1-digit industries

Dc , s ,t 1  Credit
Dc , s ,t 1
Credit

Credit = Bank
liberalization date

Financial sector
excluded

OECD 2-digit industries

-0.0330
(0.0053)***

-0.0141
(0.0050)***

-0.03714
(0.0030)***

-0.0292
(0.0036)***

0.8902
(0.0069)***

0.8669
(0.0076)***

0.9178
(0.0039)***

0.9188
(0.0046)***

0.0034
(0.0009)***

0.0019
(0.0009)***

0.0015
(0.0003)***

0.0014
(0.0004)***

5,848

14,140

12,882

Observations
6,930
Note: The dependent variable in all cases is

Dc , s ,t calculated according to Equation (5). ‘Credit’ is the ratio of

private credit to GDP. ‘Bank liberalization date’ equals 1 for the years after the country liberalized its domestic
credit market, and 0 otheriwise. Data on those come from Bekaert et al. (2005). Financial sector (SIC industry #8,
OECD industry #65-67) is excluded from the regressions in Colums (2) and (4). Country fixed effects interactions
with industry fixed effects, as well as year fixed effects, are included in all regressions. White (1980) standard
errors appear below each coefficient in parentheses, where *** indicates significance at the 1% level, ** at the 5%
level, and * at the 10% level.
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Table VII.
Optimal vs. “Naive” Diversification

Corr=0

Dc ,t 1  Credit

0.0224
(0.0192)

0.0159
(0.0194)

0.0020
(0.0182)

731

731

731

731

Corr=0

Observations
Note: The dependent variable is

Gini coefficient

-0.0317
(0.0243)

Observations

Dc ,t 1  Credit

Panel A. Country SIC 1-digit data
Ogive index
HHI

-0.0649
(0.0398)

Dc ,t

Panel B. Country OECD 2-digit data
Ogive index
HHI
-0.0229
(0.0179)

-0.0325
(0.0232)

Gini coefficient
-0.0421
(0.0263)

678
678
678
678
in Column (1), calculated by setting correlations equal to 0 in Equation

(5); the Ogive index in Column (2); the Herfindhal-Hirshmann index in Column (3); and the Gini coefficient in
Column (4); See Section IV.C for details on how those are calculated. ‘Credit’ is the ratio of private credit to
GDP. Country fixed effects and year fixed effects are included in all regressions. White (1980) standard errors
appear below each coefficient in parentheses, where *** indicates significance at the 1% level, ** at the 5%
level, and * at the 10% level.
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Table VIII.
Alternative Measures of Finance
Panel A. SIC 1-digit data

Dc , s , t 1  Credit
Dc , s , t 1  Stock

-0.0221
(0.0078)***

-0.0366
(0.0154)**

-0.0141
(0.0032)***

3,063

3,516

-0.0311
(0.0057)***

-0.0195
(0.0034)***

-0.0189
(0.0087)*

Dc , s , t 1  Bonds

-0.0207
(0.0118)*

Dc , s , t 1  Trade

-0.0001
(0.0001)

Dc , s , t 1  Gross

-0.0011
(0.0009)

foreign assets
Dc , s , t 1  Net

0.0204

foreign assets
Observations

-0.0185
(0.0078)***

(0.0085)**
4,914

4,806

6,480

6,399

Panel B. OECD 2-digit data

Dc , s , t 1  Credit
Dc , s , t 1  Stock
Dc , s , t 1  Bonds
Dc , s , t 1  Trade
Dc , s , t 1  Gross
foreign assets

Dc , s , t 1  Net
foreign assets

-0.0149
(0.0043)***

-0.0248
(0.0042)***

-0.0126
(0.0034)***
-0.0066
(0.0040)*
-0.0005
(0.0001)***
-0.0171
(0.0053)***
-0.0022
(0.0007)***

Observations
13,760
13,380
13,560
13,380
7,427
6,133
Note: The dependent variable is Dc , s ,t , calculated according to Equation (5). ‘Stock’ is the ratio of stock market
capitalization to GDP. ‘Bonds’ is the ratio of private plus public bonds to GDP. ‘Trade’ is the ratio of exports plus
imports to GDP. ‘Gross foreign assets’ is the ratio of foreign assets plus liabilities to GDP. ‘Net foreign assets’ is the
ratio of foreign assets to GDP. In column (5), the analysis is performed on the countries which fall in the bottom half
of the distribution of financial sector share of total value added in the intial year of data availability. In column (6),
the analysis is performed on the countries which fall in the top half of the distribution of financial sector share of
total value added in the intial year of data. Country fixed effects interactions with industry fixed effects, as well as
year fixed effects, are included in all regressions. White (1980) standard errors appear below each coefficient in
parentheses, where *** indicates significance at the 1% level, ** at the 5% level, and * at the 10% level.
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Table IX.
Finance, Law, and Regulation
Panel A. Country distance to frontier
SIC 1-digit data
OECD 2-digit data
Full sample
Clean frontier
Full sample
Clean frontier

Dc ,t 1  Credit
Dc ,t 1  Entry time
Dc ,t 1  Investor protection
Dc ,t 1  Contract enforcement
Dc ,t 1
Observations

-0.0607
(0.0304)**

-0.0613
(0.0317)**

-0.0387
(0.0143)***

-0.0603
(0.0283)***

0.0016
(0.0025)

0.0020
(0.0026)

0.0018
(0.0011)*

0.0007
(0.0017)

-0.0176
(0.0246)

-0.0202
(0.0260)

0.0114
(0.0086)

0.0114
(0.0102)

0.0003
(0.0001)***

0.0003
(0.0001)***

0.0001
(0.0001)

0.0001
(0.0001)

0.8818
(0.1803)***

0.8998
(0.1903)***

0.9428
(0.0564)***

0.9676
(0.0783)***

680

619

577

346

Panel B. Country-industry distance to frontier
SIC 1-digit data
OECD 2-digit data
Full sample
Clean frontier
Full sample
Clean frontier

Dc , s , t 1  Credit
Dc , s , t 1  Entry time
Dc , s , t 1  Investor protection
Dc , s , t 1  Contract enforcement
Dc , s ,t 1
Observations
Note: The dependent variable is

-0.0184
(0.0074)**

-0.0337
(0.0128)***

-0.0273
(0.0042)***

-0.0230
(0.0073)***

0.0020
(0.0009)**

0.0024
(0.0016)

0.0020
(0.0004)***

0.0018
(0.0009)***

-0.0210
(0.0082)***

-0.0211
(0.0123)*

-0.0387
(0.0045)***

-0.0377
(0.0066)***

0.0001
(0.0001)

0.0002
(0.0001)***

0.0002
(0.0001)*

0.0002
(0.0001)***

0.9610
(0.0502)***

0.9273
(0.0897)***

1.1162
(0.0306)***

1.0623
(0.0474)***

6,120

3,645

12,240

7,620

Dc ,t (Panel A) and Dc , s ,t (Panel B), both calculated according to Equation (5).

‘Entry time’ is the number of days necessary to start a business in the respective country. ‘Investor protection’ is an
average of three indices of degree of protecting private investors. ‘Contract enforcement’ is the number of days
necessary to settle a contractual dispute in court. Columns (1) and (3) report the regression estimates from the full
unbalanced panel covering the period 1970-2006; Columns (2) and (4) report the regression estimates after
excluding countries which liberalized their credit markets during the sample period. Country and year fixed effects
are included in all regressions (Panel A). Country fixed effects interactions with industry fixed effects, as well as
year fixed effects, are included in all regressions (Panel B). White (1980) standard errors appear below each
coefficient in parentheses, where *** indicates significance at the 1% level, ** at the 5% level, and * at the 10%
level.
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Table X.
Finance and Stages of Diversification
Panel A. Country SIC 1-digit data
Low initial diversification

Dc ,t 1  Credit

-0.0837
(0.0183)***

Dc ,t 1  Stock
Observations

High initial diversification
-0.0331
(0.0482)

-0.0231
(0.0130)*
351

355

0.0927
(0.0612)
380

386

Panel B. Country OECD 2-digit data
Low initial diversification

Dc ,t 1  Credit
Dc ,t 1  Stock
Observations
Note: The dependent variables is

-0.0464
(0.0169)***

High initial diversification
-0.0997
(0.0599)*

-0.0348
(0.0200)*

0.0235
(0.0476)

307
313
371
375
Dc ,t , calculated according to equation (5). ‘Credit’ is the ratio of private

credit to GDP. ‘Stock’ is the ratio of stock market capitalization to GDP. ‘Low initial diversification’ refers to
the countries which are in the bottom half of the allocative-efficiency implied diversification distribution in the
first year of data availability. ‘High initial diversification’ refers to the countries which are in the top half of the
allocative-efficiency implied diversification distribution in the first year of data availability. Country fixed
effects and year fixed effects are included in all regressions. White (1980) standard errors appear below each
coefficient in parentheses, where *** indicates significance at the 1% level, ** at the 5% level, and * at the 10%
level.
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Table XI.
Finance and Convergence to Diversification Benchmark in Larger Economic Zones

Arellano Bond

OLS

Benchmark=
US industry
Sharpe ratio

Benchmark=
US industry
share young
firms

Financial
sector
excluded

2SLS

-0.0966
(0.0239)***

-0.1619
(0.0359)***

0.9021
(0.0308)***

0.8989
(0.0243)***

SIC 1-digit data

Dc , s , t 1  Credit

-0.1147
(0.0239)***

-0.1729
(0.0247)***

Dc , s ,t 1  Credit
· Benchmark

Dc , s ,t 1

0.9121
(0.0228)***

Benchmark
Observations
135
Note: The dependent variable is

0.8694
(0.0219)***

-0.0966
(0.0230)***

-0.7495
(0.1816)***

0.8899
(0.0257)***

0.9214
(0.0229)***

0.0390
(0.0086)***

-0.0009
(0.0005)*

126
135
135
120
135
Dc , s ,t , calculated according to Equation (5), using aggregated data for the 12

original euro zone countries. ‘Credit’ is the ratio of private credit to GDP for the 12 original euro zone countries.
Column (1) reports the OLS regression estimates from the full unbalanced panel covering the period 1991-2007.
Column (2) reports the estimates from a GMM procedure which implements the Arrelano-Bond estimator to
account for the presence of a lagged dependent variable in a dynamic panel model. ‘US industry Sharpe ratio’ is
the ratio of long-term growth divided by long-term standard deviation of growth for US industries at the SIC 1digit level. ‘Share of young firms’ is the share of firms younger than 2 years out of the full population of firms for
US industries at the SIC 1-digit level. Financial sector (SIC industry #8) is excluded from the regression in
Column (5). In Column (6), the credit variable has been instrumented using an indicator variable equal to 1 after
1999 (the year of the introduction of the euro). Industry and year fixed effects included in all regressions. White
(1980) standard errors appear below each coefficient in parentheses, where *** indicates significance at the 1%
level, ** at the 5% level, and * at the 10% level.
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Appendix A. Variables and sources

56

Value added

Country-industry estimate of real annual growth of value added. Available until
2007 for 9 SIC 1-digit and 20 OECD 2-digit industries for 28 OECD countries,
at best staring in 1970. Constructed by deflating nominal growth rates. Source:
STAN Database for Structural Analysis.

Share young firms

Share of firms younger than 2 years out of the total population of firms, for US
corporations. Calculated for 1-digit SIC industries. Average for the years 198595. Source: Dun & Bradstreet.

Credit

The value of total credits by financial intermediaries to the private sector in each
country, available with annual frequency. Excludes credit by central banks.
Calculated using the following deflation method: {(0.5)*[Ft/P_et + Ft-1/P_et1]}/[GDP_t/P_at] where F is credit to the private sector, P_e is end-of period
CPI, and P_a is average annual CPI. Source: Beck et al. (2010).

Stock

Value of listed shares to GDP, calculated using the following deflation method:
{(0.5)*[Ft/P_et + Ft-1/P_et-1]}/[GDPt/P_at] where F is stock market
capitalization, P_e is end-of period CPI, and P_a is average annual CPI. Source:
Beck et al. (2010).

Bonds

Private domestic debt securities issued by financial institutions and corporations
plus public domestic debt securities issued by government as a share of GDP,
calculated using the following deflation method: {(0.5)*[Ft/P_et + Ft-1/P_et1]}/[GDPt/P_at] where F is amount outstanding of private plus public domestic
debt securities, P_e is end-of period CPI, and P_a is average annual CPI.
Source: Beck et al. (2010).

Trade

The sum of exports and imports of the total economy over GDP. Available until
2007 for 9 SIC 1-digit and 20 OECD 2-digit industries for 28 OECD countries,
at best staring in 1970, with annual frequency. Source: STAN Database for
Structural Analysis.

Gross foreign assets

The sum of total foreign assets and liabilities over GDP, with annual frequency.
Source: Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007).

Net foreign assets

Total foreign assets over GDP, with annual frequency. Source: Lane and MilesiFerretti (2007).

Bank liberalization

Dummy variable equal to 1 after the year in which domestic credit markets were
open to foreign participation. Source: Bekaert et al. (2005).

Entry time

The time (in days) it takes to register a new business entity in the respective
country. Data aggregated over the time period. Source: Doing Business
Database.

Investor protection

Average of three indices of protection of investors: trasparency of transactions,
liability for self-dealing, and shareholders’ ability to sue officers and directors
for misconduct. Data aggregated over the time period. Source: Doing Business
Database.

Contract enforcement

The time (in days) it takes to resolve a contractual dispute in the respective
country. Data aggregated over the time period. Source: Doing Business Database
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Appendix B. Sectoral coverage
1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

SIC 1-digit Classification (9 sectors)
Agriculture, Hunting, Forestry, and Fishing
Mining and Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, gas, and water supply
Construction
Wholesale and retail trade - restaurants and hotels
Transport, storage and communications
Finance, insurance, real estate, and business services
Community, social, and personal services.

2.
01-05.
10-14.
15-16.
17-19.
20.
21-22.
23-25.
26.
27-28.
29-33.
34-35.
36-37.
40-41.
45.
50-52.
55.
60-64.
65-67.
70-74.
75-99.

OECD 2-digit Classification (20 sectors)
Agriculture, Hunting, Forestry, and Fishing
Mining and Quarrying
Food Products, Beverages, and Tobacco
Textiles, Textile Products, Leather, and Footwear
Wood and Products of Wood and Cork
Pulp, Paper, Paper Products, Printing, and Publishing
Chemical, Rubber, Plastics, and Fuel Products
Other Non-Metallic Mineral Products
Basic Metals and Fabricated Metal Products
Machinery and Equipment
Transport Equipment
Manufacturing Not Elsewhere Specified and Recycling
Electricity, Gas, and Water Supply
Construction
Wholesale and Retail Trade
Hotels and Restaurants
Transport, Storage and Communications
Financial Intermediation
Real Estate, Renting, and Business Activities
Community, Social, and Personal Services
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